We present a procedure for the decomposition of the normal modes of a composite system, including its rotations and translations, into those of fragments. The method permits-by the cross-contraction of dyads of mass-weighted displacement vectors, without recourse to valence coordinates-the direct comparison of nuclear motions of structurally similar but otherwise arbitrary fragments of molecules, and it leads to a quantitative definition of the similarity and the overlap of nuclear motions. We illustrate its usefulness by the quantification of the mixing of the normal modes of formic acid monomers upon the formation of a dimer, by the comparison of the overlap of the intermolecular normal vibrations of the water dimer computed with different ab initio schemes, and by the comparison of similarity and overlap of vibrations of (4S,7R)-galaxolide and (4S)-4-methylisochromane. The approach is expected to become a standard tool in vibrational analysis.
vibrational energies can, at least in principle, be directly likened to experimental values, though in practice anharmonicity-and the influence of the condensed phase in which the measurements are often done-limit the validity of the comparison. It is far more difficult to relate computed nuclear motions to experimental data. One way is through the calculation of vibrational absorption intensities, and of Raman scattering intensities and depolarization ratios, but for non-symmetric molecules nuclear motions are not uniquely related to these quantities [1] . For chiral molecules, two powerful tools for judging the correct rendering of vibrational nuclear motions are vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) [2] [3] [4] and Raman optical activity (ROA) [5] [6] [7] . Even with these methods, experimental confirmation of computed nuclear motions requires the agreement not just of individual bands but of patterns of bands, and of changes in patterns with changes in molecular structure, in observed and computed vibrational spectra.
The characteristic frequencies and intensities one observes in the vibrational spectra of polyatomic molecules with similar structural elements provides strong experimental evidence of the presence of similar nuclear motions in many of these molecules. Historically, the fact that empirical normal coordinate analysis was able to consistently yield vibrational motions which also show such patterns [8] therefore provided a solid argument in favor of the general qualitative correctness of computed vibrational modes. The art of rendering group vibrations, typical of small fragments of larger molecules, was honed, of course, through the use of force fields expressed in internal coordinates chosen as valence coordinates, such as the stretching of bonds, or the deformation of valence and torsional angles [9] . The approach was largely unsuccessful in accounting for the differences observed in the vibrational spectra of structurally similar molecules, but it remained the only possible one in the absence of the feasibility of large quantum chemical computations.
The advent of the ab initio calculation of force fields, and the introduction of analytical gradients, has fundamentally changed the computation of molecular vibrations [10] . Force fields are now generally expressed in Cartesian derivatives rather than in valence coordinates, and off-diagonal force constants are no longer the enigmatic quantities they once were. The fact that the computation of the so-called "fingerprint" region [11, 12] of the vibrational spectra of chiral molecules [13] [14] [15] [16] , and the explicit inclusion of water molecules hydrogen bonded to them [17, 18] , has become entirely possible is one of the best illustrations of the progress which has been achieved. The use of density functional theory (DFT), which was pioneered in vibrational optical activity for the computation of large, dissymmetric molecules [19, 20] , has been a key element in these developments.
The tools for interpreting the results of large calculations, on the other hand, have not kept pace with these computational developments. There have certainly been advances in the graphical representation of computed results [21] , but the analysis of vibrational motions, and the correlation of data for different molecules, still either relies on the use of valence coordinates [18] or it has to be done by the visual inspection of nuclear displacements. The visual inspection can be effective [16] but it is tedious and, for large molecules, error prone as similar motions of nuclei-if the nuclei are not part of a structurally distinguished fragment-are easily missed. Valence coordinates are likewise best suited for the identification of characteristic vibrations of distinct groups of nuclei but less useful when one tries to compare vibrations in the fingerprint region. For characterizing low-frequency large-scale skeletal motions of sizable molecules, they tend to be useless.
The goal of the present work has been to develop a method which permits the decomposition of computed vibrational motions without the recourse to valence coordinates, and which allows the automatic recognition of the presence of similarity in vibrational motions of large molecules. To this end, similarity will be quantified so that it represents the extent to which the shapes of the motions of the nuclei of two vibrations resemble each other, irrespective of the relative size of the motions. This we will contrast with the notion of overlap which will be defined in such a way that it represents the fraction with which the nuclear motions of one vibration are also present in other vibrations.
Theory
The relevance to vibrational spectra of the results of a comparison of nuclear motions depends on how well such motions can be computed in the first place. The procedure we detail here is, by itself, mathematically strict but is subject to representing a molecule's nuclear motions by normal modes, and normal coordinates are an approximation only to the (classical) trajectories of the nuclei. The notion of normal modes supposes that a molecule's force field should be harmonic, a requirement which is never exactly satisfied.
In a normal mode, nuclei move in phase and the ratio of all coordinates is constant in time, which for non-degenerate modes implies nuclear motions along straight lines [1] . A molecule's translations and rotations satisfy the conditions for true normal modes [9, 22] . They are not expressible by internal coordinates but must be included when nuclear motions in a cluster of molecules is considered. For rotations, the directions specified by normal coordinates then represent the directions of the tangents to the nuclear trajectories at the position of the nuclei in the chosen equilibrium orientation. A motion like pseudo-rotation [23], on the other hand, cannot be treated by a normal coordinate analysis, and neither can our procedure be directly applied to the comparison of such nuclear motions. To the extent that a non-rectilinear nuclear motion can be represented by a superposition of normal modes, the procedure will, however, be applicable to individual components of such a representation. An obvious example are elliptical trajectories in a doubly degenerate normal mode.
Representation of nuclear displacement vectors
of one system by those of another
The transformation from the 3N normal modes Q p to the 3N mass-weighted Cartesian displacements q α,i of the nuclei α with mass m α can be written as 1 [22] 
where, in keeping with the notation as used in this article, a dot has been used to indicate a single contraction. q and Q are column vectors with the components q αi 1 The symbol L is used here for the matrix which transforms normal coordinates into mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, in keeping with earlier work [21, 24] . This matrix is designated in [22] as L , and its elements in [9, 22] as l ik . It should not be confused with the matrix often designated by the same symbol which connects internal and normal coordinates.
and Q p , respectively, and
The basis in which the x αi are expressed are the 3N unit vectors e αi located at the N nuclei α, with i indicating the Cartesian components.
The columns of the transformation matrix L are the 3N eigenvectors L p of the Hessian matrix written in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates. They are normalized so that
where the dot notation of the scalar product in Cartesian space has also been used for the eigenvectors L p of a system of linear equations. 2 If one considers a single normal mode Q p , i.e. if one assumes a single component p only of Q to be different from zero, then the mass-weighted displacement vector q α,p of nucleus α is given by
For true vibrations, excluding translations and rotations, the actual size of the mass-weighted excursions follows from the energy of the vibration. The potential energy U p of a vibration p is
The total energy E p of vibration p is the sum of the potential energy U p and the kinetic energy T p . For a harmonic oscillation the virial theorem yields T p = U p , and therefore
The maximum excursion corresponds to the classical turning point of motion, where all energy is in the form of potential energy. The mass-weighted maximum excursion vector q 0 α,p of nucleus α therefore is
E p depends on the value of the vibrational quantum number n p . For n p = 0, i.e. for E p equal to the zero point energyh ω p 2 , the classical mass-weighted excursion becomes
2 The matrices of the metric coefficients are unit matrices so that this does not lead to ambiguities, as covariance and contravariance do not need to be distinguished.
The normal modes which correspond to translations and rotations are characterized by the vanishing of a change in the potential energy, and an excursion cannot, therefore, be specified as done in Eq. (8) for vibrations. It is still entirely possible, however, to include translations and rotations in the matrix L of Eq. (1) because the transformation it specifies holds also for nuclear velocities. Hence, in place of (4), one can writė
Equation (9) stays physically meaningful also for translations and rotations. It is clear, however, that in comparing vectors of the L matrix, as we do in the following, we do not compare actual nuclear motions, even though, for the sake of simplicity, this terminology will be used where convenient. Likewise, where no confusion can arise, "mass-weighted" is not always explicitly specified where nuclear displacements are discussed. If two systems have the same number of nuclei, then it is possible to express the vectors L p of one system by those of the other, irrespective of the geometry of the systems and the masses of the nuclei. This forms the basis of our analysis of the vibrations of one system in terms of the vibrational, translational, and rotational motions of the nuclei of another. From the point of view of understanding nuclear motions, it is obvious that expressing the L p vectors of one system by those of another makes sense only if there is some structural correspondence. This requires that the two systems contain groups of nuclei with a similar mass, in a geometrically similar arrangement. The nuclear motions of such similar groups of nuclei can also be compared if they are part of entities which differ in the number of their nuclei. An exact representation, however, of the nuclear motions of one system by those of the other is only possible when the compared entities themselves have the same number of nuclei.
To develop the procedure, we will use an example where the decomposition is precise. This is so for the normal modes of a dimer with 2N nuclei if they are expressed by the normal modes of two identical, independent monomers with N nuclei each. Apart from this choice, the treatment is general.
If we assume a non-linear geometry for the two monomers, each independent monomer has 3N − 6 normal modes of vibration, while the dimer has 3(2N) − 6 vibrational modes. The presence of six additional vibrational modes in the dimer, as compared to the two independent monomers, reflects the conversion into vibrations, upon the formation of a dimer, of six translational and rotational modes. In order to compare the modes of a system of two independent monomers with those of the dimer, we first have to complement the vibrational modes of each entity by six translational and rotational normal modes. This then yields 3(2N) modes for the system of two independent monomers, and also for the dimer.
The vectors L t p of the translational modes can be obtained by displacing, without rotation, the center of gravity of an entity by x i in three orthogonal directions i, with all distances between the nuclei being kept fixed. The components L t αi,p are then proportional to We will designate the dimer in the following with the letter A, and the two monomers of which it is composed with B and C. The unit vectors e A αi for the displacements of the 2N nuclei α of the dimer form a canonical base in R n , with n = 6N:
Two indices are used in order to separately specify the number α of the nucleus and the Cartesian components i. Taken together, they represent a single index only.
If the nuclei of monomer B are numbered from 1 to N, and those of monomer C from N + 1 to 2N, then the combined nuclear displacements of the two monomers span the same space as the dimer. Expressed by the monomers the canonical base then is
A vector L A p of the dimer can be written as
For the vectors L B q and L C r of the monomers B and C one has similarly
The vectors L A p of the dimer can now be expressed by a linear combination of those of the monomers. The
and similarly for c CA rp . The signs of the coefficients c BA qp and c CA qp depend on the relative phases of L A p , L B q , and L C r , which are arbitrary. The signs of the coefficients are therefore significant only in as much as they indicate sign changes for the combination of the monomer modes L B q and L C r in different dimer modes.
The same phase ambiguity exists when wavefunctions are compared in quantum mechanics. For wavefunctions, one has the option to compare the physically relevant densities instead. For L-vectors, one can compare, in an analogous fashion, dyads of vectors instead of the L-vectors themselves. Dyads retain the information of the relative phase of the displacement of nuclei within a normal mode (by which we mean an in-phase or out-of-phase coupling of group vibrations; motion as such is always in-phase in a normal mode). As quadratic expressions, however, dyads do not contain absolute phase information. Thus, instead of considering the coefficients c BA qp we can define a coefficient d BA qp by the double cross-contraction of the dyads of the dimer with those of the monomers
The way in which c BA qp and d BA qp are related follows from the defining relation [25] 
so that
d BA qp therefore represents the fraction with which mode q of monomer B occurs in mode p of dimer A, and the dyads of the dimer can be written as sums of the dyads of the two monomers
The modes of two non-interacting identical monomers occur in degenerate pairs. For a dimer with appropriate symmetry, where the nuclei of the two monomers occupy equivalent sites, the modes L B q and L C q of such pairs occur with the same weight in a dimer mode. It is then advantageous to form an in-phase and an out-of-phase combination of the monomer modes of a pair, and to represent the modes of the dimer in this new basis. The two linear combinations
3 This is not the only convention for defining summation over indices in double contractions specified by a double dot, see e.g. [26] ; the convention as used here is consistent with the one we used earlier [21] . Standard tensor notation avoids such ambiguities but would be far more cumbersome in the present context.
give rise to the two dyads
The individual dyads which occur in the brackets have the form
A situation which is often encountered is that two modes of a dimer, lets say L A+ p and L A− p , can be represented to good approximation by the in-phase and out-of-phase combination of only two monomer modes. One can then write
allows us to directly identify the in-phase and the out-of-phase dimer mode, without a graphical inspection of the modes or the comparison of the relative signs of the coefficients c BA qp and c CA qp , as one has
These relations follow from the form of the dyads and the identity (16) .
In the more general case, where several modes of each monomer contribute to a dimer mode, the procedure yields the fractional content with which in-phase and out-of-phase combinations occur. Only dyads transforming according to the irreducible representation of the analyzed dimer mode occur in its decomposition, which simplifies the inspection of computer-generated tables. This convenience should not be underestimated as it can be cumbersome to keep track of the relative signs of numbers in large matrices.
The procedure can be extended to dimers which lack appropriate symmetry, but in this case, the separation of the plus and minus combinations of the monomer modes in the dimer modes will be approximate only.
Overlap and similarity
We define as the overlap O p p of mode p with mode p the double contraction of the dyads of their L-vectors:
This definition of overlap has the virtue of being independent of an arbitrary phase factor with which the L-vectors as solutions of a system of homogeneous linear equations can always be multiplied. If mode p and mode p are identical, then O p p = 1, and for orthogonal modes,
It is convenient to distinguish three situations:
• The modes are located on the same molecule. Their dyads are therefore orthonormal, but the notion of overlap can be applied to parts of dyads. This permits the comparison of the motion of the nuclei of a fragment for different modes.
• The modes are located on different molecules which have common structural elements. The comparison is done for the motion of the nuclei of structurally similar fragments.
• The modes of a molecule are compared with a library of standardized nuclear displacements.
The aspects which must be considered are how translational and rotational motion is taken into account, the lack of orthonormality of parts only of dyads, and the geometrical alignment of molecules, or of their fragments, which is required for the comparison of modes.
Modes located on the same molecule. If nuclear motion is compared for a fragment F, for two different modes p and p of the same molecule, then the displacements of the nuclei of the fragment can either be compared directly, or one can compare those components only which correspond to local vibrations. In the latter case, the translations and rotations of the whole fragment need to be subtracted as shown below. Neither of the two ways is the precise equivalent of the comparison of displacements in internal coordinates, but when there is substantial motion of the whole fragment, the second way comes closer.
The direct comparison is equivalent to the double contraction of the dyads L
The separate comparison of only the vibrational components requires the determination of the translational and rotational dyads L tF q L tF q and L rF q L rF q of the fragment F. They can be obtained as described in the preceding section for a dimer and its monomers. The translational and rotational content of the dyad L F p L F p follows from double-contracting it with the dyads for translations and rotations, and the vibrational component
For the overlap of the vibrational components of the modes p and p on the fragment F one then has
In view of the orthogonality of vibrations, translations, and rotations, it suffices to remove the translational and rotational contaminants from one of the two contracted dyads only in Eq. (33) . The local vibrational motions obtained by removing translations and rotations are not actual vibrations of the isolated fragment, but of the fragment as part of the remainder of the molecule. In terms of the preceding discussion of the decomposition of the modes of a dimer, the local vibrational motions would correspond not to those of an independent monomer, but to those of a monomer as part of the dimer.
The analytical power of separating motions by contracting dyads transpires from looking at a simple fragment F, where F consists of just two nuclei joined by a bond. We will consider two molecular vibrational modes p and p , one representing the in-phase and the other the out-of-phase coupling of the stretching of the bond F with a similar stretching motion of another bond. The Eckart-Sayvetz conditions [22] are not, in general, satisfied for fragment Overlap only identifies a common component but it does not tell us how similar the motions of the nuclei of a fragment actually are because the compared parts of the dyads are not normalized. This can be altered by dividing the overlap by the norms of the contracted dyads: Modes located on different molecules. The comparison of nuclear displacements of the nuclei of fragments of different molecules requires a directional alignment of the fragments. For small groups, e.g. two carbonyl groups, this step poses no problem. Likewise, for planar fragments with a sufficiently similar though not necessarily identical structure, like the three-nuclei OCO of a carboxylic group and the three-nuclei OCN of a primary amide group, the approximate alignment and the comparison of the displacement vectors by inspection appears manageable. The way in which the hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen, and the two hydrogen atoms attached to the nitrogen atom, can also be included in an analysis depends on the molecular vibrations one is interested in. For a low-frequency mode, the hydrogens can be combined with the O and the N atom into pseudo-atoms, and the displacements of the centers of gravity can be compared. For the OH and NH stretching vibrations, this is not a valid approach, and one would have to align the OH bond of the carboxyl group with either of the two NH bonds of the amide group.
This simple example shows that the choice of the groups of nuclei to be considered, and the way they have to be aligned, can depend on the vibration one is interested in.
A frequent situation in vibrational optical activity is the need to compare the vibrations of different molecules with the same general structure, but with a different substitution pattern. The vibrations of interest leading to the VCD and ROA signals revealing the absolute configuration of a compound often are large-scale motions which encompass much of a chiral molecule's non-planar structure [16] . The fragments to be considered then are the molecules' non-planar backbones, or large parts of them. The alignment of such fragments with a similar, but not necessarily precisely identical geometry, is thus crucial for a valid comparison of most vibrations of interest in vibrational optical activity. It cannot be done by inspection, and it will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section.
Examples for a possible choice of fragments in the case of a sizable molecule are given in Sect. 3.3.
Comparison with a library of standardized mass-weighted nuclear displacements. The nuclear displacements of a fragment F A of a molecule A, taken together for all normal modes of the molecule A, including translations and rotations, permit the representation of the nuclear displacements of any fragment F B of another molecule B of different size, provided that F A and F B comprise the same number of nuclei. This is so even though, on a fragment only, the nuclear displacements of molecular modes are linearly dependent and do not form an orthonormal set. We can therefore write for the part L
where N A is the number of nuclei of molecule A, F A has the same number of nuclei as F B , and the coefficients d Instead of an exact representation, one is often interested in identifying that part of the nuclear motion of a large molecule which corresponds to a characteristic vibrational motion of the nuclei of a smaller one. In our simple example, this would obviously be the pure CO-stretching motion of formaldehyde. A standardized carbonyl vibrational stretching motion can be obtained from the appropriate formaldehyde mode by removing the small translational component which the combined motion of the C and the O nucleus will have in formaldehyde. In addition, one will want to renormalize the reference dyad
The
Orientational alignment
While the representation of the normal modes of one system by those of another only requires an identical number of nuclei, the meaningful comparison of vibrational motions by Eqs. (26)- (34) also requires an orientational alignment. The geometry, even if similar, of topologically identical groups of nuclei in different molecules is, however, almost never precisely the same. In the dimer of formic acid, e.g., which will be discussed in the following section, the structure of the monomers is distorted by the formation of hydrogen bonds. An exact superposition of the positions of all nuclei is not possible in such cases, and for systems comprising more than two or three nuclei a strategy for aligning groups of nuclei must be adopted.
The problem of aligning molecules with a slightly differing geometry was first formulated in terms of rotation matrices [27, 28] and later quaternions [29, 30] . Quaternions, invented in the nineteenth century by the Irish mathematician W.R. Hamilton, were considered somewhat musty mathematics, less than three decades ago [25] . They have recently found renewed favor as a convenient means for the efficient rotation of objects in space, notably in the context of virtual reality. 
The relations (37) define ordinary (non-commutative but associative) quaternion multiplication. The rotation of b through an angle ϕ about a unit vector n through the origin can be written as the conjugation of the quaternion b with the quaternion q of unit norm,
Two groups A and B can be defined by the position vectors of their N nuclei, A = {a α } and B = {b α }. If B is the group to be aligned with A, then, according to Euler's theorem [25] , if the two groups have an identical geometry, a rotation of B about a single suitably chosen axis is sufficient to orient it in the same way as A. After a translation of the rotated group B into A one will have b α = a α for all values of α. If the geometries of A and B are not identical, a least-square criterion for minimizing the distances between equivalent nuclei can be used to define the best superposition, i.e. one can make the least square deviation
as small as possible.
In Eq. (41), w α are individual positive weighting coefficients one might want to attribute to different kinds of nuclei. Throughout the present work, relative atomic weights were chosen for this purpose. If chosen different from 1, the geometrical centers of A and B are defined by
where r stands for a or b. In practice, for determining the rotation axis n and the rotation angle ϕ, the geometrical centers of A and B are first translated into the origin and the rotation of B is executed afterwards, rather then in the sequence described for explaining the principle. The procedure for finding the quaternion q with unit norm which renders ε minimal has been described somewhat imprecisely in [29] , and in more useful form in [30] . A program QTRFIT written in C is freely available [29] . In order to facilitate the use of the method in the context of the program PyVib2 [31] developed for the present work, and in order to correct an error in the coding of Eq. (42) in QTRFIT which leads to slightly erroneous results, the method was recoded in Python.
Computational examples
As pointed out in the theoretical section, normal coordinates describe nuclear motions by the tangents to the classical nuclear trajectories at equilibrium position. The successful computation of vibrational spectra-Raman, ROA, absorption, and VCD-by using them proves that this is not, in general, an important limitation.
Excursions, and deviations of nuclear motions from a straight line, can become substantial for localized nuclear motions, or for the motions of entities in a shallow potential. This latter case applies to some of the low-frequency motions of the hydrogen-bonded dimers discussed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2. The reliable computation of the low-frequency part of vibrational spectra might become difficult in these cases, but tangents to nuclear trajectories can still be compared with our procedure. Our choice of relatively rigid monomers, namely H 2 O and formic acid, assures, furthermore, that the comparison of the normal modes of the dimers with those of the monomers remains meaningful, with negligible mixing of monomer vibrations with large-amplitude global rotational and translational motions.
The main effect of a possible inclusion of anharmonicity is expected to be a shift of the computed frequencies towards lower values. For the H 2 O dimer discussed in Sect. 3.2, the goal is the comparison of different harmonic force fields via the normal modes they entail. Anharmonicity is therefore of no concern in this case.
Mixing of modes in the formic acid dimer
In this C 2h -symmetric dimer, the monomers occupy equivalent sites. The covalent intramolecular bonds lead to larger force constants than do the hydrogen bonds, and many vibrations of the dimer therefore are expected to resemble, on the monomer fragments, those of the independent monomers. As the monomers do not have low energy vibrations, the six additional vibrations of the dimer should be those of lowest energy and have a pronounced intermolecular character.
Intramolecular vibrations.
We denote as intramolecular those vibrations of the dimer which are expressible as linear combinations of true monomer vibrations. The vibrations 7-24 are expected to belong into this category. The procedure to analyze them is as described in Sect. 2.2, Eqs. (24)- (29), by double-contracting the dyads of the dimer vibrations with the dyads resulting from the in-phase and out-of-phase combinations of monomer vibrations.
The computations were done with the B97-1 functional [32, 33] and the recent pc-2 basis set [34] [35] [36] with the Gaussian program [37] . This combination was chosen as the result of an extended study on the usefulness of DFT calculations for the computation of hydrogen bonding [38] .
The numerical results in Table 1 confirm that the dimer vibrations 7-24 can almost quantitatively be represented by true monomer vibrations-the numbers in most columns add up to close to 1. It is equally evident, however, that the formation of a dimer can mix different vibrations on the same monomer, so that Eqs. (26) and (29) are not always satisfied. This is true for the 1,400-1,480 cm −1 wavenumber range, for the four monomer vibrations 5, 6, 5 , and 6 , which yield the four dimer vibrations 15, 16, 17, and 18. These vibrations are inplane, mostly valence-angle bending motions involving all four hydrogen nuclei of the dimer.
In Fig. 1 we depict vibration 15 of the formic acid dimer. A decomposition of the nuclear motions into valence coordinates would be of little help for understanding its origin. Table 1 , in contrast, tells us that vibration 15 of the dimer represents a mixture of 60% of the out-of-phase combination of the 2 monomer vibrations 5 and 5 , and of 40% of 6 and 6 .
The representation of the vibrations as used in Fig. 1 is in terms of vibrational energy, with the volume of the spheres chosen proportional to the fraction individual nuclei contribute to the total energy of a vibration [39] . The ratio of the kinetic energy of nucleus α in vibration p to the vibration's total kinetic energy is given by
For a harmonic potential, the kinetic energy and the potential energy are equal so that Eq. (43) is also equal to the ratio E α,p /E p of their sum. The product L α,p · L α,p thus equaling the fractional contribution nucleus α makes to a vibration's energy. The direction of motion of the nuclei is indicated by shading. The shaded spheres must not be construed as conveying an impression of actual nuclear motion in a representation of the distribution of vibrational energy. Other vibrations of the dimer are almost pure combinations of a single vibration of each of the two independent monomers, with Eqs. (26) and (29) well satisfied. This is true of the vibrations 19 and 20 of the CO-stretch type. Less expected is the absence of mixing for the CH-stretch vibrations 21 and 22, and the OH-stretch vibrations 23 and 24, because they are energetically close in the dimer. The mixing remains low as a consequence of local geometry and not of energetic separation. It would be larger if the OH and the CH bonds would lie on a single axis. 7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23 Intermolecular vibrations. The decomposition of the six vibrations of lowest energy of the dimer into the nuclear motions of the monomers, shown in Table 2 , proves that they can all be represented by almost pure combinations of translational and rotational monomer modes. Rotational modes contribute far more than the translational ones. This can be understood from the EckartSayvetz conditions [22] . They preclude combinations of translational motions which lead to a translation of the center of mass of the dimer. An in-phase and an out-ofphase combination of two translational monomer modes can therefore not both lead to dimer vibrations. In contrast, some monomer rotations can combine in both ways because a net angular momentum, which one of the two combinations produces, can be readily compensated for by the translational motions of the individual monomers' centers of mass. This is an important mechanism leading to the mixing of translational and rotational modes. The dimer vibrations 3 and 5 in Table 2 are examples of such nuclear motions mainly composed of an in-phase and out-of-phase combination of the same rotational monomer modes. Vibration 6, which is shown graphically in Fig. 2, represents a 99 .9% pure out-of-phase combination of rotations about the monomer axes of inertia I 3 (B) and I 3 (C), which are parallel to the C 2 axis of the dimer (see Fig. 3 ). The in-phase combination, in turn, makes an important contribution to dimer vibration 2, with translations compensating the resulting net rotation.
In addition to the vibrational energy representation, Fig. 2 also displays the shape of vibration 6 in the form of non-mass-weighted L x -vectors. This gives, in contrast to the energy representation, the correct impression of the rigid rotational motion of the individual formic acid 
Intermolecular potential of the H 2 O dimer
In the dimer, the H 2 O monomers do not occupy equivalent sites. For some nuclear motions of the monomers, like, e.g., the scissoring modes, it is possible to identify an in-phase and an out-of-phase combination, but for other kinds of motions, such as the antisymmetric stretching modes, this is not meaningfully possible. Table 3 therefore lists the results of the double contractions of the dimer dyads with the dyads of the two monomers, without the previous formation of in-and out-of-phase combinations. The computations were done with the DFT B97-1/pc-2 combination already used for formic acid.
The lowest six vibrations of the dimer are pure intermolecular modes with negligible contributions from monomer vibrations. Their vibrational energy distribution is depicted in Fig. 4 . Most of the true vibrational modes of the individual monomers also mix little upon dimer formation, even though the dimer's C s symmetry only precludes the antisymmetric stretching mode 3 of monomer B from doing so. Two monomer vibrations which do mix are the symmetric and the antisymmetric stretching mode 2 and 3 of monomer C.
The compared DFT methods are B97-1/pc-2, B97-1/rr-pc-2 (see following section), B97-1/pc-1, and the O3LYP functional [40, 41] combined with pc-2. The reference method is the coupled cluster approach at the CCSD(T) level with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set [42] . The CCSD(T) calculations were done with ACESII [43] . The choice of the first two DFT methods is obvious as they are the ones used in this work. B97-1/pc-1 and O3LYP/pc-2 were included to demonstrate the importance of the choice of the basis set and of the functional.
The overlap of the mass-weighted vibrational dyads is represented by circular discs drawn with a surface proportional to overlap, with the diameter of the circles equal to the squares which contain them when overlap equals 1. Each column in the schematics given below corresponds to the decomposition of a vibration computed by a DFT method into the vibrations computed by the reference method.
All comparisons are made for harmonic force fields as it is not the purpose of the present work to consider anharmonic corrections. It its therefore not expected that 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 computed frequencies would compare well with experimental ones, if these were known. It is equally clear, however, that agreement within the harmonic approximation is indispensable for obtaining, in a further step, the right answer for the right reason, by the explicit consideration of anharmonicity. Figure 5 shows that agreement of the intermolecular vibrations is good for B97-1/pc-2 and CCSD(T)/ aug-cc-pVTZ. A small amount of mixing of the two lowest vibrations of A symmetry of the reference method occurs in B97-1/pc-2. Results, not shown, for MP2/augcc-pVTZ and MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations are similar [38] .
Replacing the pc-2 set by the rr-pc-2 set (right-hand side of Fig. 5 ) does not substantially alter the picture. Less mixing is observed for the two lowest vibrations, and a bit more for vibrations 3, 4, and 5. It is interesting to note that augmenting either of these triple-zeta sets by diffuse functions does not produce a qualitative difference.
The situation changes when the double-zeta pc-1 set is used instead. From Fig. 6 it is evident that, while the basic shape of individual vibrations remains roughly intact, the energetic sequence does not. As the same experience is made with other double-zeta sets, we conclude that a triple-zeta set is a minimum requirement for the correct reproduction of the harmonic-approximation sequence of the low frequency vibrations of the H 2 O dimer.
The replacement of the B97-1 functional by either the OLYP functional or the O3LYP hybrid functional changes the shape and energetic sequence of the lowest 
Vibrational modes of large molecules
In this section we demonstrate how the vibrational motions of a large molecule, (4S,7R)-galaxolide, can be analyzed in terms of the vibrational motions of two smaller ones with similar structural elements, namely (4S)-4-methylisochromane and o-xylene.
For a molecule like (4S,7R)-galaxolide, the B97-1/pc-2 approach is, at present, not feasible with our modest computational resources. The rr-pc-2 basis [38] set (rr for twice reduced) was born out of the necessity to have a basis set with some of the same qualities as pc-2, but suitable for the DFT calculation of large molecules. It was obtained from pc-2 by removing the f functions on the atoms of the first row, and by replacing the two d functions by a single one. On hydrogen atoms, the d functions were likewise removed, and the two p functions were replaced by a single one. The B97-1/rr-pc-2 approach was used throughout this section.
Comparison of (4S,7R)-galaxolide and (4S)-4-methylisochromane.
In both of these chiral molecules the methyl group at position 4 can assume either a pseudo-axial or a pseudo-equatorial orientation [16] . The pseudo-axial conformer is slightly favored and is the one considered here. Similarly, in galaxolide, the methyl group at position 7 can assume either a pseudo-axial or a pseudoequatorial orientation. The energy of the pseudo-axial conformer is higher by 12.7 kJ/mol and so only the pseudo-equatorial form is of importance. The computed structures and the numbering of the atoms of the two molecules are shown in Fig. 7 .
The two molecules have far too many vibrational modes for a comprehensive discussion. The 45 nuclei of (4S,7R)-galaxolide lead to 129 vibrational modes, while the 23 nuclei of (4S)-4-methylisochromane yield 63. The largest common fragment of the two molecules has 21 nuclei (Fig. 8) . In order to identify similar nuclear motions in a systematic way, all the displacement vectors of these 21 nuclei for 192 vibrations must be compared. This was done by contracting dyads by an automated procedure.
We limit the comparison here to the subsets of the ten vibrations 38-47 (779-946 cm −1 ) of (4S,7R)-galaxolide and of the ten vibrations 15-24 (727-989 cm −1 ) of (4S)-4-methylisochromane. This spectral range is part of the fingerprint region where conventional methods for correlating vibrational motions fail to provide useful information.
The first question one may ask is if there are, in the chosen wavenumber range, vibrations which strongly overlap on the largest common fragment MIC (Fig. 8) . Figure 9 shows that, while overlap for many vibrations is substantial, it is also far from complete, with the largest values barely exceeding 0.5 (this corresponds to the surface of the largest circular discs in Fig. 9 ). An absence of strong overlap can be due to the dissimilarity of the shape of the vibrations, or it can be due to a lack of the localization of the vibrations on the fragment one inspects. From the similarity also depicted in Fig. 9 one sees that both aspects are important for the MIC fragment. There is one pair of vibrations for which similarity reaches 0.95, namely 46 for (4S,7R)-galaxolide and 21 for (4S)-4-methylisochromane. A further pair, 47 and 21, comes close, with a value of 0.87. These vibrations are depicted in Fig. 10 . For the other vibrations of the chosen sets, similarity is lower.
Reducing the size of a fragment can increase similarity though it will, for vibrations which extend beyond the fragment, reduce overlap. This is born out in Fig. 11 for the methylpyrane moiety MPy.
The pattern of nuclear displacements exhibited by vibration 21 on the MPy moiety of (4S)-4-methylisochromane is particularly persistent. It shows up, with a similarity of 0.7, 0.94, 0.99, and 0.99, in the vibrations 44, 45, 46, and 47, respectively, in (4S,7R)-galaxolide. The characteristic nuclear motions on the MPy fragment are strikingly coupled in (4S,7R)-galaxolide with nuclear motions on the distant pentamethyl-cyclopentane fragment, rather than with vibrations on the neighboring Ar fragment.
The different behavior of overlap and similarity illustrates the fact that the shape of nuclear motions is often similar even when the size of nuclear motions is not. The directions, and the relative size, of the small excursions on the MPy moiety of (4S,7R)-galaxolide in vibration 47, e.g., agree to 99% with those of the far larger excursions of vibration 21 in (4S)-4-methylisochromane. We may consider such persistent similarity, independent of excursion, the hallmark of a group vibration.
Comparison with o-xylene. As a corollary, we present in Fig. 12 vibration 44 of (4S,7R)-galaxolide and vibration 18 of (4S)-4-methylisochromane. Both vibrations On the pentamethyl-cyclopentane moiety, vibration 44 comes close to transforming according to the A representation of the local point group C s of this fragment. The local mirror planes of the aromatic and of the cyclopentane moiety are both oriented in the same way, and so the coupling of a motion on the fragment Ar with A symmetry in o-xylene with an A type motion on the cyclopentane fragment is what one expects.
Conclusions
It is a recent development that the vibrational modes of large molecules, and of clusters of molecules, if composed mainly of hydrogen and first-row atoms, can be reliably computed. The availability of such data has opened the need for understanding them. We demonstrate in this article that it is possible to comprehend large-scale computed nuclear motions, encompassing an ensemble of several dozen nuclei, through a decomposition into the vibrational, rotational, and translational motions of characteristic subunits. The judicious choice of subunits can bypass many of the limitations of the decomposition into the more traditional valence coordinates. Through the availability of a program with a convenient graphical interface [31] , we expect the approach to become a standard method for analyzing the vibrations of large molecules.
The proposed decomposition is meaningful only if computed large-scale nuclear motions are physically meaningful. One might therefore ask, how do we know that this is so? The conclusive evidence comes from the agreement of computed and measured vibrational spectra. Raman optical activity and vibrational circular dichroism spectra, in particular, are highly sensitive not just to the energy of the vibrational modes, but even more so to their shape. The conclusive demonstration that DFT can yield vibrational modes which lead to good agreement between computed and measured VCD [44] and ROA [14, 15] spectra of large, non-symmetric molecules must be considered a major advance in the field of molecular mechanics.
The decomposition of vibrational modes as outlined here can yield further important arguments in support of ab initio computed vibrational shapes. The limited material we present suggests that extended vibrational motions of large molecules are quite logically composed of characteristic motions of subunits. This is demonstrated by the comparison of some of the modes of (4S,7R)-galaxolide, (4S)-4-methylisochromane, and o-xylene. The persistence of nuclear motions on symmetric as well as non-symmetric fragments of such molecules is astounding, with some of the more obvious resemblances already recognized [16] ahead of the availability of the present decomposition of vibrational modes.
A decisive aspect of the method we propose is, of course, that it allows us to quantify the notions of overlap and similarity. The mere visual tracking down of resemblances of nuclear motions does not discover similarity as defined here, but overlap. This is at the root of the problem of identifying, by visual inspection alone, highly similar but small motions on extended vibrational chromophores, even though they seem to be a common occurrence. The similarity on the aromatic fragment of mode 44 of (4S,7R)-galaxolide with mode 14 of o-xylene is a point in case.
The quantitative assessment of the mixing of the vibrations of individual subunits, by their being part of a larger system, is an important but so far unexplored aspect of vibrational optical activity. We demonstrate the disentanglement of mingled vibrational modes for a simple non-chiral system, the dimer of formic acid. In this example, hydrogen bonding in the dimer mixes selectively, and unexpectedly, some of the monomers' bending vibrations. In some chiral carboxylic acids we have studied, this is at the origin of large and characteristic vibrational optical activity.
The influence of external perturbations and of anharmonicity are not studied here. From the demonstrated sensitivity of the method for identifying small changes in computed intermolecular potentials, such as those produced by differing computational approaches for the H 2 O dimer, it is evident, however, that the approach is well suited for quantifying changes due to solvent interactions and anharmonic potentials. Both perturbations are expected to influence the shape of nuclear motions, and both are therefore of practical interest in a future refinement of the theoretical treatment of vibrational optical activity.
Note added in proof:
Since submitting our manuscript, the ViPA (vibrational projection analysis) method [Grafton AK, Wheeler RA (1998) J Comp Chem 19:1663] has been brought to our attention. It uses, similarly to much earlier work [Duschinsky F (1937) Acta Physicochim URSS 7:551] of which we were likewise not aware, the scalar product for comparing vibrational motions. The Eckart-Sayvetz conditions are not taken into account in the ViPA method. As translations, rotations, and vibrations of individual units are not separately considered it cannot, in contrast to the method described here, compare such motions on distinct fragments of different molecules or clusters. The lack of a standardized way of aligning entities would also appear to render numerical results geometry dependent.
